Host JamesGM says:
=/\=/\=/\= Resume U.S.S. Hayden Mission =/\=/\=/\=

CTO_Jexta says:
:: in the Captain's Ready Room.. getting ready to head to the Conference room.. ::

EO_Susman says:
:: At engineering, making notes in his PADD ::

MO_Charn says:
::in sickbay::

TACValrek says:
::leaves his quarters after cleaning up some::

OPS_Gregg says:
::on bridge trying to contact the Lakeview::

EO_Susman (lcarbeep.wav)

SOZaldiva says:
::making last minute diagnostics at SCI Station 1::

TACValrek says:
::heading to the conference room::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: heads out to the bridge and goes to Conference Room ::

EO_Susman says:
:: Moving to the next TL :: TL: Bridge

CMO_Revee says:
:::takes one last check of Capt., XO and Mizzi, and passes details to Charn:::

FCO_Mathe says:
::heading toward conference room::

CNS_Kent says:
::leaves sickbay, heads for conference room::

EO_Susman (turbolift.wav)

MO_Charn says:
::receives the briefing from Reeve::

CMO_Revee says:
:::heads for the conference room mumbling about how her patients need her::::

TACValrek says:
::enters the conference room and takes a seat at the far end of the table::

EO_Susman says:
:: In the Bridge. Heading to the Observation Lounge ::

EO_Susman (comdoor.wav)

CTO_Jexta says:
:: Enter the Conference room and take his seat.. waiting for the others::

FCO_Mathe says:
::enters conference room and takes a seat::

OPS_Gregg says:
::stands and heads to the conference room::

OPS_Gregg says:
::enters CR and sits at the table::

SOZaldiva says:
::instructs Ens. Smith on proximity alert protocols, enters conference room::

CMO_Revee says:
:::grabs a hot mug of coffee from the replicator on way into conference room to help keep awake:::

EO_Susman says:
:: Takes a seat ::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: Nods to FCO and OPS.. ::

CNS_Kent says:
::enters CR and sits down::

SOZaldiva says:
::takes seat, wearily:

CTO_Jexta says:
:: Nods to the others coming on while looking at the information on his Padd::

CMO_Revee says:
::takes seat ::::

MO_Charn says:
::sets for a round to check on every patient, at least there are no more real serious cases left::

EO_Susman says:
:: Nods all ::

CTO_Jexta  (Padd.wav)

CTO_Jexta says:
::look around:: All: I think everyone is here.. so we should start..

OPS_Gregg says:
::nods at CTO::

TACValrek says:
::puts his PADD in front of him::

CTO_Jexta says:
All: First of all, I want to know what's the status of the crew, Revee, how is the situation.. ?

CMO_Revee says:
CTO: I sent a copy of the medical updates to you following my transmission to Starfleet however I will give you a review

TACValrek says:
::listens to the report as he pulls up the info he has saved in his PADD::

CMO_Revee says:
CTO: all injured are currently stabilized,

CMO_Revee says:
CTO: Capt. Winston and Lt. Wendyway are still critical and have not regained consciousness as of yet

CTO_Jexta says:
::think: That's good news.. (sarcastically)::

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:  Lt. Mizzi continues to remain unconscious also and this concerns me

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: I am waiting for the medical systems to be back online so I can perform the needed micro surgery on Lt. Wendyway

CTO_Jexta says:
CMO: Do you think that they're lives is in danger ?

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:  the Captain is stable and appears to be strengthening,  Lt. Wendyway is holding her own but deteriorating and Lt. Mizzi is stable

CMO_Revee says:
CTO: I cannot determine more without an operational medical suite

CMO_Revee says:
CTO: antiquated diagnostic tools have their limitations

CTO_Jexta says:
CMO: Well.. I rather not take any chance.. Gregg: What's the status on the Medical Records.. have you manage to find back-up files somewhere onboard ?

CMO_Revee says:
CTO::  if I may sir,  I attempted to download the database from Starfleet during my transmission

CMO_Revee says:
CTO: however the computer was unable to comply with my request

CTO_Jexta says:
:: see Gregg fall asleep.. poor guy must be really tired :: CMO: And what were the results ?

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:  negative

CTO_Jexta says:
Revee: Let's hope Gregg will have a better luck with finding back-up files somewhere in the Computer Core..

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: sorry sir, what was the question again?

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: the computer system was unable to receive the files from Starfleet

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Have you manage to find any records or program which could be use in Sickbay ?

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: not as of yet sir...contact with SF could not be established

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: And in have you checked all the files in the Computer Core.. or try to "repair" the program ?

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: yes sir...put haven't of yet to manage to locate the files

TACValrek says:
::tries to remain focused....very tired::

CTO_Jexta says:
Gregg: Keep working on that.. It's important that sickbay be ready for future possible emergency.. I won't talk about this right now.. but I'll later...

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir

CTO_Jexta says:
Kent: And according to you. what's the moral of the crew.. ?

CMO_Revee says:
::sips coffee and burns tongue::

CNS_Kent says:
CTO: the crew is shaken up, however, moral still seems high.  I'm more concerned with the more serious injuries in sick bay.  Some of the crew there are having trouble dealing with being kept still.  With all the work to be done, they feel useless.

CTO_Jexta says:
::listen to they others.. as a strong headache.. ::

MO_Charn says:
::continues to check on patients, slight burns and concussion seem to be the most common problems right now::

EO_Susman says:
:: Listens.. His eyes are becoming to close ::

CNS_Kent says:
I think once the sick bay equipment is back on line, and the crew back to work, they will feel much better

CTO_Jexta says:
Kent: Keep assisting them.. I don't want any of them to feel bad about themselves..

CNS_Kent says:
CTO:  Aye sir

CTO_Jexta says:
Kent: And I to make sure that once they get back on their feet they have a smile on their face..

CNS_Kent says:
CTO:  Yes sir  :: nods::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: Look on his Padd.. push a few button again to check the next thing he wanted to check.. ::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: The floor is now to you Ensign Susman, What's the status of our dear ship.. is the main power grid back to 80% ?

MO_Charn says:
::approaches Lt. Mizzi's biobed to check on his pulse::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Well.. I could say yes.....I'm having some problems with the EPS.. Some conduits are damaged.. I sent an Eng. Team to repair it. Also, I like to make an internal scan. The WPS is functional. We can only get to Factor 7 as Max. IPS at 75% and almost repaired

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Estimation to full repair of WPS , Main power grid and EPS ?

MO_Charn says:
::takes the Lt.’s hand... everything looks normal over here, why doesn't he wake up?::

EO_Susman says:
CTO: I hope half an hour.. or less

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Good..

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Keep working on it.. and make sure the shields and the weaponry is your next priority..

EO_Susman says:
CTO: Understood.. Sorry, but I need to go back to engineering

MO_Charn says:
::breathing is normal, no signs of internal hemorrhage, blood pressure is normal...  frowns::

CMO_Revee says:
:: absently drums fingers on table top,  thinking of how much there is to do in sickbay::::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: before you leave.. I want to ask you something.. have you modified the probe like I had requested ?

TACValrek says:
::feels a headache coming on....unusual for him to get headaches::

EO_Susman says:
CTO:..I did, but we still have the launcher Jammed

MO_Charn says:
::decides to continue with her round, tiredness is not good at all when most medical systems are still offline::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: Understood.. work on the launcher when you have a chance..

CMO_Revee says:
:::looks over at Valrek and notices the contraction of muscles between his eyes:::

CTO_Jexta says:
Susman: You are dismissed mister Susman. keep me inform on your progress..

TACValrek says:
::rubs his temples::

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves to the door :: CTO: Ok. ALL: Anyone have to ask anything?

CMO_Revee says:
::looks a little more concerned,  he was injured during the crisis but did not return to sickbay for follow-up:::

TACValrek says:
::can't think of anything to ask::

OPS_Gregg says:
EO: nothing here

CTO_Jexta says:
:: look at everyone ::Susman: It doesn't look like it..

CNS_Kent says:
::fidgets, thinks... I need to get back to sick bay::

EO_Susman says:
ALL: OK...I'll go

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves back to engineering ::

MO_Charn says:
::approaches Dr. Gorman:: How are your patients?

EO_Susman TL: Engineering (turbolift.wav)

CTO_Jexta says:
::Turn to Zaldivar:: Zaldivar: I hope you're bringing me good news Ensign Zaldivar, have you manage to locate the Lakeview ?

SOZaldiva says:
CTO: the short range scanners are stabilizing but the LRS is still intermittent and not very helpful,  I can prep the sensor drones after those repairs, if they are still necessary, but since there is still an active warhead in one of the launch tubes so I’m reluctant to send a team down there.  As of yet no news on the Lakeview.

CNS_Kent says:
::notices Revee looking at Valrek, glances his way, notices the pain in his eyes::

EO_Susman says:
:: Reaches Engineering :: EO Pig: Hey Pig! Status of the EPS, please

MO_Charn says:
<Gorman> Charn: they are all stable, I may release Ens. Opaka and Ens. Michaels if you approve it, they are getting restless already

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: Have you manage to detected anything unusual in the area ?

SOZaldiva says:
CTO: Nothing unusual yet sir, but it wouldn't be hard to hid from us right now.

TACValrek says:
::starts to feel warmer than usual::

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: Keep scanning the area.. I want to be alerted the minute something wrong is going on..

CMO_Revee says:
:::pushes chair back and moves towards Valrek:::

SOZaldiva says:
CTO: Aye sir.

TACValrek says:
::desperately tries to concentrate on the meeting::

MO_Charn says:
::takes Gorman's Padd:: Gorman: you can do it, just make sure they'll be back for a complete physical tomorrow

CTO_Jexta says:
Aloud: Before you all leave.. I think I should inform you of my tactical opinion of the situation.. an opinion which I believe most of you will be interested in knowing..

MO_Charn says:
<Gorman> Charn: all right, doctor

TACValrek says:
::listening intently::

CMO_Revee says:
:::reaches Valrek and steadies him in his chair:::

Host JamesGM says:
Action:  The lights go out, emergency power comes on, the lights come back.  Just a subtle reminder that there is work to be done.

CMO_Revee says:
:::checking his pulse::

EO_Susman says:
<EO Pig> It's being repaired, Susman. One conduit more and we'll make it

MO_Charn says:
::feels tired, and still lots of physicals to make... remembers that Zaldivar didn't come yet to get his done::

FCO_Mathe says:
CTO: Would you like me assist engineering

CTO_Jexta says:
All: Due to our close presence to the Dominion Border and the recent presence of Jem'Hadar in the area.. ::stop speaking for a sec as light go down:: I believe there is a good chance we will have to confront them again very soon..

EO_Susman says:
EO Pig: Ok...

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves to the WPS Control and continues with the repairs ::

CTO_Jexta says:
All: Either here or at the Owl Nebula.. I'm waiting for the Biodome to be fully repair and I will ask them to activate their defense system..

CMO_Revee says:
:::motions to Kent for some help in supporting Valrek:::

CNS_Kent says:
::sees Revee, moves to help::

CTO_Jexta says:
All: Before we go after the ship to the owl nebula..

CTO_Jexta says:
Aloud: any questions ?

MO_Charn says:
::watches lights go down again::

SOZaldiva says:
CTO:  Sir.  I have a suggestion.

FCO_Mathe says:
CTO: Just one sir

EO_Susman says:
*CTO*: Ok

OPS_Gregg says:
::shakes head in a negative fashion::

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: Go ahead..

TACValrek says:
::starting to feel faint::

EO_Susman (console2.wav)

CNS_Kent says:
::stands opposite Revee, supports Valrek as he begins to fall::

CMO_Revee says:
:::scans Valrek with medical tricorder ::::

MO_Charn says:
::approaches Ens. Aramis to his biobed::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: see that Valrek is not feeling well ::

EO_Susman :: Changes some waveguides :: (notrecom1.wav)

SOZaldiva says:
CTO:  Since we can't see anyone coming at us maybe we should make it hard for other ships to find us too.  Hiding in the atmosphere of one of the nearby gas giants would obscure our emissions.

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: sir, if you are not needing me any longer I would like to get back and find those files sir

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: sorry to interrupt, but can I have two security personnel to help us move Valrek to sickbay?

MO_Charn says:
Aramis: How are you feeling now?

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: Going into another gas giant is the last thing I want to do right now... but your suggestion is noted.. CMO: Agreed.. call them immediately.. Valrek.. you really need to rest..

MO_Charn says:
<Aramis> Charn: I've been better, doctor.

CTO_Jexta says:
Revee: But wait a moment before leaving.. I want to talk to you privately..

TACValrek says:
::faintly:: CTO: Aye sir

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: And what is your question mister Matthews ?

FCO_Mathe says:
CTO: Since we aren't going anywhere, should I assist engineering or science?

CNS_Kent says:
Revee: I'll go with Valrek to sick bay

CMO_Revee says:
Kent:: thanks,  I was just about to ask

EO_Susman says:
Damn! Something is breaking the waveguide!....Porchos! Go to the JT 19. Section 3..A waveguide is becoming crazy!

MO_Charn says:
Aramis: you sure have, Ens. But you're not fit for duty yet ::checks where his scars were:: maybe later, just be patient.

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: Go get some rest.. and once this is done.. program a few other evasive patterns in the modified probe.. we are gonna need them... if there isn't anything else.. you're all dismissed..

TACValrek says:
::barely staying conscious::

EO_Susman says:
<EO Porchos> Aye, Sir

CMO_Revee says:
::watches as Kent leaves with Valrek ::::

FCO_Mathe says:
CTO: aye sir

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir

CTO_Jexta says:
:: wait for the others to leave before talking with Revee ::

OPS_Gregg says:
::stands and leaves::

CMO_Revee says:
:::waits for CTO ::::

CNS_Kent says:
:: nods to Revee, leaves with Valrek::

SOZaldiva says:
CTO: aye sit

EO_Susman says:
<EO Porchos> :: Takes the JT access ::

OPS_Gregg says:
::gets back to my station::

MO_Charn says:
Aramis: at least you will have no scars, I'll have Dr. Verdun run a few tests on you.

SOZaldiva says:
::stands returns to SCI Station 1 on bridge::

OPS_Gregg says:
Computer: locate all necessary medical files for sickbay

EO_Susman says:
<EO Porchos> :: Reaches the JT 19 Section 3 ::

EO_Susman (notfile.wav)

MO_Charn says:
<Aramis> Charn: ::groans:: all right.

FCO_Mathe says:
::falls back in chair asleep::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Computer>: standby

CTO_Jexta says:
:: see that they others have all left :: Revee: I'm gonna be quick.. I need you to make sure that the crew of the ship get enough rest as soon as possible. as acting CO I can't order them to rest but you can..

CNS_Kent says:
:: leads Valrek to the lift ::  TL: sickbay

EO_Susman says:
<EO Porchos> :: Takes the cable and patch it :: *Susman*: Done here, sir

EO_Susman says:
*EO Porchos*: Ok, come back please

OPS_Gregg says:
<Computer>: located all necessary backup files

CMO_Revee says:
CTO::  I will order members to rest and remove them from duty temporarily however

CTO_Jexta says:
Revee: Good.. .. I also need you to make sure that the Captain or the XO get back on their feet as soon as possible..

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: it is difficult to prevent them from going to their stations when they feel useless in their cabins

OPS_Gregg says:
Computer: good, download all backup files to the medical computers

SOZaldiva says:
::starts setting LRS and SRS to scan specifically for the Lakeview's transmission beacon::

TACValrek says:
::looks around ....dizzy now::

EO_Susman :: Ends the repairs on the EPS :: (console3.wav)

CMO_Revee says:
CTO::  many of the crew members are concerned for their friends and want to be doing something useful

OPS_Gregg says:
<Computer>:downloading

CNS_Kent says:
:: exits TL and leads Valrek into sickbay::

CTO_Jexta says:
Revee: Take all necessary means.. but all the officers on this ship must be ready in 5 days.. I want them to be rested and alert.. can you do that ?

MO_Charn says:
::watches Kent and Valrek entering sickbay::

OPS_Gregg says:
<Computer>:download complete

CNS_Kent says:
:: leads Valrek to the first empty biobed:: TAC:  rest here

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: they will be ready

TACValrek says:
::eyes feeling heavy and burning up inside::

TACValrek says:
::lies down::

MO_Charn says:
::approaches them and leads Valrek into a biobed:: Kent: what happened to him?

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: I will enlist Lt. Kent's help,  she is very good

CTO_Jexta says:
Revee: I have noted.. but now I know you went to get back to your patient.. so I won't keep you any longer..

OPS_Gregg says:
*CMO*: doctor, all medical computers back online

CMO_Revee says:
CTO:: thank you  :::turns quickly and leaves conference room:::

EO_Susman *OPS/CTO* I've repaired the EPS. LRS and Subspace comms should be back in 10 minutes. (commbadge.wav)

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: He looked like his head was beginning to hurt, then began to feel faint.

CTO_Jexta says:
:: hear the good news via the comm.. .. and heads to the bridge ::

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: He seems like he may be running a temperature

MO_Charn says:
::frowns:: Kent: all right, thanks for bringing him in

MO_Charn says:
::pulls out med tricorder to scan Valrek with it::

SOZaldiva says:
*MO*: Jadis I know I’m scheduled to see you but I’m really to busy right now.

Host JamesGM says:
Action: Fast forward.......    5 Hours.

FCO_Mathe says:
::wakes up off conference table::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: Get out of his Ready Room after completing his log ::

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: Status of SRS and LRS ?

MO_Charn says:
::runs a last check on Valrek:: Valrek: How are you feeling now?

FCO_Mathe says:
::walks onto bridge::

EO_Susman says:
:: Still in Engineering, asleep, making last repairs :: Computer: Coffee!

CTO_Jexta says:
:: see Matthews arrive.. ::

CMO_Revee says:
:::happily moves through sickbay, content that systems are back online::::

EO_Susman (replicator.wav)

SOZaldiva says:
CTO:  SRS is finally working at full efficiency but LRS is still giving me problems sir.

TACValrek says:
::weakly:: Charn: tired...very tired

FCO_Mathe says:
::nods a greet to Jexta::

TACValrek says:
Charn: hot

OPS_Gregg says:
::trying to repair the subspace comm::

CTO_Jexta says:
:: Go sit in the Captain Chair.. first time he does it automatically. and he doesn't feel uncomfortable doing it ::

CMO_Revee says:
::checks on Wendyway again in post op:::

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: Have you find anything ?

EO_Susman (beep.wav)

MO_Charn says:
Valrek: you'll feel like this for a little longer, but with your skull broken that is normal... it applied pressure onto your brain. It will fade in a couple of days.

CTO_Jexta says:
:: push a few buttons on his console next to him.. checking status ::

CMO_Revee says:
Wendyway:::  Well Brina, you did it,  you are going to be back to your usual self in no time   :

TACValrek says:
::blinks and nods::

CMO_Revee says:
:::sees Kent across sickbay, working close by Charn:::

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves to the Sensors control :: *CTO*:  The launcher is again with us. Same with the IPS

CMO_Revee says:
:::shakes head,  those two are still here:::

MO_Charn says:
Valrek: I'd advise you to take it easy now... a few hours of sleep wouldn't harm you

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: And have you send the probes like I had requested ?

TACValrek says:
::wonders when he could have broken his skull......been too busy to notice?::

SOZaldiva says:
CTO:  even with a malfunctioning LRS I’ve got two warp signatures heading towards the Owlston nebula and....A FEDERATION DISTRESS SIGNAL...it's text only...

FCO_Mathe says:
::Transmits evasive patterns to probe from helm::

CMO_Revee says:
:::approaches Charn:::

EO_Susman says:
Computer: Status of the Deflector and Sensor pallets

CTO_Jexta says:
*Susman*: Very good.... Zaldivar: What is the message and can you identify the source ?

MO_Charn says:
::turns to see the CMO approaching her::

CMO_Revee says:
Charn:: Ok Jadis,  time to end this shift

CNS_Kent says:
:: talks with Ens. Sandoval, just shakes head as he complains about still being in sick bay::

SOZaldiva says:
::patch message though to COMM:: CTO:  source is unknown as of yet..

CMO_Revee says:
Kent:::  you are not off duty also

CTO_Jexta says:
:: Check the message::

MO_Charn says:
Reeve: do you need anything before I go? Everything seems under control now

EO_Susman says:
<Computer> Main Deflector sensors are unstable. Sensor pallet #5 of the Forward section is damaged.

CMO_Revee says:
Kent & Charn::  see you back here in twelve hours,  you both need to sleep

CMO_Revee says:
:::shakes head::  Charn:: no,  all your reports are clear and your patients are stable

EO_Susman says:
*FCO/SO*: Engage the Auxiliary Deflector.. I've to make some repairs in the main

CMO_Revee says:
Charn & Kent::: thanks for all your help,  nice work

FCO_Mathe says:
*EO* Aye

FCO_Mathe says:
::engages Deflector::

MO_Charn says:
Reeve: All right, Doctor, thank you too.

SOZaldiva says:
<distress signal>: if anyone can here this we need help -crackle- damaged -static- shields down

CNS_Kent says:
Revee: thank you, you too.

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves to the JT Access to go to the Main Deflector control ::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: Contact the Colony and tell them to Contact Starfleet and request them for more assistance.. Tac: Launch 2 of the modified probe (the one emitting false warp signature) in orbit of Bellak 3.. this might keep the Dominion away for a while..

MO_Charn says:
Kent and Reeve: Would you two like a cup of hot tea before going to sleep?

FCO_Mathe says:
CTO: Aye sir

CTO_Jexta says:
<Tac Baba>: CTO: Aye sir..

TACValrek says:
::finally falls asleep::

FCO_Mathe says:
::moves over to console::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: Set a course for the Owlston Nebula.. warp 9...

FCO_Mathe says:
::transmits message::

CMO_Revee says:
:::releases five more crew members but insists on twelve hours of rest before reporting back for duty:::

FCO_Mathe says:
::moves back to helm::

EO_Susman says:
:: Reaches the deflector control :: Damn!....*CTO/SO* Well.. The Passive Subspace scanner is a little damaged.. I'll get it back in 5 minutes.

FCO_Mathe says:
::programs course::

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: that would be nice...  :: notices Ens. Sandoval with a Padd in his hand and crying::

CNS_Kent says:
Charn: Just a minute let me check on Sandoval...

FCO_Mathe says:
CTO: Course laid in at warp7, ETA 5.17 days

MO_Charn says:
::walks over to the replicator and orders three earl grays::

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: Good.. Gregg: Open a Comm Channel to the entire ship..

EO_Susman says:
:: Changes the Scanner and place the damaged to the box ::

CNS_Kent says:
:: moves to Sandoval, who refuses to talk::

TACValrek says:
::starts to dream strange erratic dreams while he is passed out::

OPS_Gregg says:
CTO: aye sir ::opening channel::

MO_Charn says:
Reeve: Here you are doctor, you look like you need it.

SOZaldiva says:
CTO: about those two warp trails... one is the old dominion signature that we discovered previously.  the other is from the freighter that helped us Evac BD 25.

CMO_Revee says:
::takes mug of tea from Charn::   Thanks

MO_Charn says:
::hands the CMO a cup of hot tea::

CTO_Jexta  (SHIPWIDE COMM.wav)

EO_Susman says:
*CTO/SO*: Main Deflector is back...Zaldivar, would you like to test it?

CMO_Revee says:
:::notices increased blood pressure displayed on Valrek's biobed monitors:::

CMO_Revee says:
:::puts down tea and heads towards his biobed for a closer look:::

EO_Susman says:
:: Moves back to Engineering ::

MO_Charn says:
::takes a sip of tea and realizes it is not time to end her shift already::

CTO_Jexta says:
*ALL*: Crew, This is LtJG. Jexta Lalore talking, we are going to head toward the Owlston Nebula, we should be there in 5 days and it more than more likely that we will encounter Dominion in that area.. I want this ship and you my crew to be ready in 5 days for anything.. I'm counting on you and you are counting on me..

TACValrek says:
::the dreams come and go, but finally subside::

CNS_Kent says:
::lightly places a hand on Sandoval's shoulder, catches a glimpse at the words on the Padd::

SOZaldiva says:
CTO:  More data on the two warp trails sir... they appear to be on the exact same heading.

EO_Susman says:
*Lalore*: Ok...Good time to sleep..:: Yawns ::

CTO_Jexta says:
*All*: .. let's make sure that the Dominion won't set foot in this area for a while.. :: sign to Gregg to cut Comm::

CMO_Revee says:
:::sees the monitor settle again into normal patterns::::

OPS_Gregg says:
::closes channel:: ::nods::

CTO_Jexta says:
Zaldivar: Good.. Matthews: follow their same heading.. still at warp 7..

CMO_Revee says:
hmmm    nightmare,  who could blame him

EO_Susman says:
:: Makes final repairs on the Comm System ::

FCO_Mathe says:
CTO: Aye sir, pushes button to engage::

MO_Charn says:
Reeve: I believe we are all still edgy after all this

CTO_Jexta says:
Matthews: Engage !

CTO_Jexta says:
:: doing the finger forward thing ::

FCO_Mathe says:
::pushes button::

EO_Susman says:
*OPS*: Well...I think I’m done with the COMM System...What you have??

CMO_Revee says:
Charn:: yes,  but there is something more going on,  there is some sort of disturbance and I think others can feel it too

SOZaldiva says:
CTO:  Would you like to me to test the deflector array sir?

Host JamesGM says:
=/\=/\=/\= Pause U.S.S. Hayden Mission =/\=/\=/\=
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